
REHABILITATION REINVENTED
PROVIDING LIFE ENHANCING SERVICES TO PRIVATE  

CLIENTS AND ORGANISATIONS ACROSS THE UK
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Combining cutting edge rehabilitation technology with decades of experience supporting 
the fire and rescue community, The Fire Fighters Charity has helped tens of thousands 
of people in their recovery from illness, injury or psychological trauma. Today, these 
same services are now available to commercial clients. 

Whether wishing to return to work, to manage long term conditions or to improve 
their emotional wellbeing, we’re proud to offer bespoke rehabilitation services to our 
beneficiaries and clients.

Dedicated clinical teams at our centres across the UK encompass chartered 
physiotherapists, exercise therapists, clinical assistants, psychological therapists and 
nursing staff *. Our rehabilitation programmes, meanwhile, take a holistic approach, 
ensuring that all our beneficiaries and clients benefit from an individualised, tailor-made 
programme that combines one-to-one physical support with gym, water and outdoor-
based group exercise, as well as the opportunity to participate in health and wellbeing 
workshops and to access psychological support services.

Our seven days a week service builds on the best aspects of physiological and 
psychological rehabilitation and is aimed at meeting the increased demand across the 
UK for improved access to effective health and wellbeing services. 

Serving the UK’s fire and rescue community the Charity’s services are now available to 
commercial clients, offering cost-effective solutions to long-term absence. Furthermore, 
all income generated by the sale of places on our rehabilitation programmes directly 
contributes to the operating costs of The Fire Fighters Charity.

We like to think of it as first class rehabilitation that makes a difference.

* Please note that staff and facilities vary slightly between centres

WELCOME…  
TO REHABILITATION WITH A DIFFERENCE
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Our residential rehabilitation programme 
has proved effective for those needing 
help, including the following:

• Sports injuries

• Work related injuries and trauma

•  Musculoskeletal and orthopaedic 
problems

• Neurological conditions

•  Cardiac rehabilitation (phase IV) or 
from six months following a cardiac 
procedure

•  A need to regain fitness levels 
following surgery/oncology treatment

• Some chronic pain conditions.

THE HELP YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR

Our programme is led and run by a team 
of qualified healthcare professionals, 
including chartered physiotherapists, 
exercise therapists, clinical assistants, 
psychological therapists and nurses.*

From the moment you first walk through 
our doors, our team will look after and 
support you, providing you with a tailor-

made programme of therapy, activity, 
support and advice, all designed to help 
you make progress with your specific 
rehabilitation requirements.

We can assist individuals with many 
different problems, subject to our 
admission criteria.
* Please note that staff and facilities vary slightly 
between centres

FROM A DEDICATED TEAM
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OPINION: 
MARK’S EMPLOYER

HMP Kennet Deputy Governor, 
Robert Durgan added; “There is 
no doubt in my mind that Mark’s 
time with the Charity not only 
improved his physical fi tness to 
the point of an earlier return to 
work, but contributed to a healthier 
mind-set. At a time where he was 
in desperate need of a boost 
mentally, I am convinced that the 
intervention gave him the strength 
and determination to return to full 
operational duties, quickly. 
We can only thank you for giving 
him the help he needed, when he 
needed it most.”

THE PRISON OFFICERS ASSOCIATION AND THE FIRE FIGHTERS CHARITY

The Fire Fighters Charity has been working with the Prison Offi cers Association 
since 2008 providing rehabilitation to its members. Their members have 
seamlessly integrated with our benefi ciaries on the programme with great 
positivity. We continue to develop this relationship and ensure we are there for 
them in their time of need.

CASE FILE

NAME: 
Mark Brennan

OCCUPATION: 
Senior Prison Offi cer, HMP Kennet

REFERRING ORGANISATION: 
Prison Offi cers Association

REHABILITATION CENTRE VISITED: 
Jubilee House

IN HIS OWN WORDS: 
“My employment may well have 
been terminated if it wasn’t for 
the treatment I received at The 
Fire Fighters Charity rehabilitation 
centre – they helped me get back 
to work!” 

MEET MARK BRENNAN, A SENIOR PRISON OFFICER WHOSE 
REHABILITATION WITH THE FIRE FIGHTERS CHARITY WAS 
FUNDED BY THE PRISON OFFICERS ASSOCIATION.

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT…

MARK’S STORY

Mark is a Senior Prison Offi cer and 
serves at HMP Kennet in Liverpool. He 
has been a Prison Offi cer for nearly 25 
years and he is a member of the Prison 
Offi cers Association (POA). 

Unfortunately Mark sustained a ruptured 
Achilles tendon when he slipped getting 
off a minibus. After the accident Mark 
went to hospital and he was put in an air 
cast boot for 16 weeks. During all this 
time he was unable to return to work 
and he received limited after-care help.

In the back of his mind Mark knew about 
the relationship the POA had with the 
Charity: “A friend of mine is a fi refi ghter 
in the RAF. He asked me if I had 
applied to the Charity,” explains Mark. 
“As soon as he started talking about 
the rehabilitation centres, the penny 
dropped. So that’s when I made some 
enquiries.

“I contacted the POA and gave them 
the details of what had happened. They 
agreed that I qualifi ed for help, did all 
the paperwork and then I sent off the 
application form to the Charity. It was as 
simple as that.”

Mark attended Jubilee House in Penrith, 
Cumbria for fi ve days. “Before going I 
was a little apprehensive but excited,” 
he says. “I was looking forward to the 
visit. I had been stuck in the house since 
the accident. I was anxious as to what 
was going to happen when I was there, 
but there was nothing to worry about, 
they make you very welcome, the staff 
are superb.

“Before my fi rst visit I was at my lowest 
ebb. I was worried that my employment 

could be terminated. I was struggling 
and anxious about the slightest of 
issues so I accessed the psychological 
services. The support they gave me not 
only helped me at the time but they gave 
me the tools to move forward. I am very 
grateful for their help.

“Apart from the Achilles tendon rupture, 
I do have a long standing back issue, 
Degenerative Spinal Stenosis. When 
I declared this, the staff modifi ed the 
exercise programme for me to ensure 
that it wasn’t aggravated in any way, 
shape or form. They take a holistic 
approach. They were able to alleviate 
any pressure put on my back. Before I 
attended I was only about 30 per cent 
mobile, within a week I made massive 
progress and by the time I came away, 
with my exercises to continue at home, I 
was at about 60 per cent.”

Mark went back to work on light duties 
a few weeks later. When he returned 
to Jubilee House after a further three 
months he was able to access the new 
anti-gravity treadmill; “What a bonus that 
was,” he says. “The sessions were put 
into my programme. It was the fi rst time 
I was able to run in eight years! It got 
all the pain off of my back as well as my 
Achilles. By the end of the fi ve days my 
mobility was up to about 75 per cent.

“If I hadn’t visited Jubilee, I have no 
doubt that I would still be struggling. I 
was lucky enough to have the support 
from my Governor. He was absolutely 
delighted with me accessing the 
facilities. I have now passed all my 
Control and Restraint tests and I am 
back at work on full duties.” 
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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM YOUR TIME 
ON OUR REHABILITATION PROGRAMME?

Personal, tailor-made, professional, 
comprehensive and empowering, 
our residential programme offers an 
integrated approach to rehabilitation. 
Support and guidance from our 
dedicated team will allow for positive 
progress while you are with us, equipping 
you with the tools you need to manage 
your own further recovery at home. 

At the beginning of your stay you will 
receive a comprehensive assessment 
so that we can design an individual 
programme for you that includes the 
appropriate level and type of exercise 
activity. However, as well as working 
with you on a one-to-one basis, you’ll 
also join a small group, led by an 
exercise therapist, to undertake group 
activities. Both group and individual 
exercise sessions form a core part of 
the residential programme, allowing 
us to provide individual support as 
required while also giving individuals the 
opportunity to benefit from the positive 
effects of group exercise. 

Your personally designed exercise 
programme will include specific exercises 
covering areas such as core stability, 
muscular strength and endurance, 
making best use of our extensive range of 
equipment in our gyms, pools and outdoor 
areas. Your programme will be tailored 
according to your needs and goals, with 
appropriate exercises provided for you in 
every session you undertake.  

We’ll monitor your progress closely 
on a daily basis, allowing us to adapt 
your programme so that you are 
continuously progressing.  

We also conduct health education 
workshops as a core part of the 
programme in order for you to better 
understand the changes that you may 
have gone through as a result of your 
injury or illness.

Of course, we understand that the time 
you spend with us is relatively limited, 
so your whole stay is geared towards 
enabling you to continue to maintain or 

ON THE PROGRAMME
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make further improvements when you 
return home.

What you need to know

•  Full Board: The rehabilitation 
programme is full board and, with the 
aid of detailed nutritional information at 
all of our centres, you’ll be able to make 
informed choices about your meals. 
This approach allows you to bridge the 
gap between some of the educational 
workshops you’ll be attending and the 
practical application/adoption of the 
healthy lifestyle behaviours you’ll have 
learned about.

•  Variety in programme length: There 
are a variety of programme lengths 
available for you to access, stretching 
across four, or 10 days. This will 
depend on the nature of your needs, 
as well as how long you are able to 
stay away from home.

•  Social opportunities: Once on the 
programme you will attend at the 

same time as a range of other people 
with both similar and very different 
conditions – serving and retired Fire 
and Rescue Service personnel, their 
dependants and private clients – 
hopefully allowing you to make new 
friends and acquaintances throughout 
your stay.

In summary our programme  
will offer you:

•  an integrative holistic approach to your 
treatment

•  the chance to learn about self-
management and further injury 
prevention

•  the chance to improve the quality  
of your life

• the chance to return to work quicker

•  the chance to support a Charity –  
all the funds raised through private 
rehabilitation go directly back into 
helping the Charity’s beneficiaries.
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EVERY PROGRAMME IS DIFFERENT AND DEPENDENT ON THE 
NEEDS OF EACH BENEFICIARY OR CLIENT. HOWEVER, HERE’S 
HOW A TYPICAL DAY MAY LOOK, FROM BREAKFAST TO DINNER.

A DAY ON THE PROGRAMME

TIME PROGRAMME DETAILS

07:30 – 08.30 Breakfast

09:00 – 10:00 Leisure or hydrotherapy pool Group exercise or individual  
  specific exercises

10:00 – 10:30 Coffee Break

10:30 – 11:30 Outdoor Activity Walk or cycle

11:30 – 12:30 Gym Specifics – where you work on your own 
  individual exercises in your programme

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch 

13:30 – 14:30 Seminar Pain Management; Sleep issues; 
  Nutrition and Weight Management; 
  Mindfulness

14:30 – 15:30 Gym / Fitness Room Group exercise session such as Pilates,  
  strength and conditioning, balance,  
  CV fitness, core stability.

15:30 – 16:00 Tea Break

16:00 – 16:30 Seminar Sleep; stress management

16:30 – 17:00 Relaxation 

17:00 – 18:00 Break 

18:00 – 19:00 Dinner
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Every benefi ciary or client is supported 
and cared for as an individual person. 
The rehabilitation programme offered 
will address the needs of that individual   
following illness or injury.

We work in partnership with benefi ciaries 
and clients while they are with us, to 
identify their challenges and concerns 
– and then we build an outcomes-
focussed rehabilitation programme to 
facilitate progressive improvement.

The rehabilitation programme addresses 
the whole person and, as with the 

assessment of the benefi cial impact 
on the individual, is evidence based. 
We undertake a full assessment of 
the clinical and quality of life outcomes 
to measure this impact. A follow-up 
review is also undertaken as a measure 
of sustained improvement.

These measures are important in 
supporting our ethos of re-ablement 
and working with benefi ciaries and 
clients to develop the skills they 
require to live successfully following 
illness or injury. 

DR JILL TOLFREY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE FIRE FIGHTERS 
CHARITY, EXPLAINS HOW WE MEASURE THE SUCCESS OF OUR 
REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES AND THE DIFFERENCES YOU 
CAN EXPECT TO SEE FOLLOWING YOUR TIME WITH US.

OUTCOMES AND RESULTS
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Tel: 01256 366566
sales@firefighterscharity.org.uk
www.firefighterscharity.org.uk/services

CONTACT US





Fire Fighters Trading Ltd,  
Level 6, Belvedere, Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG21 4HG

All money raised by Fire Fighters Trading Ltd (registered company No. 03816625) directly supports the work of The Fire Fighters Charity
(Registered in England No. 4480058 Charity Reg. No. 1093387. Charity Registered in Scotland No. SC040096) FF
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